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Bespoke Gin
Brand Identity



OVERVIEW

ORIGIN STORY
�roughout my life, I felt a connection with the places that I have lived through spirits each region produced or 
celebrated. In each place, I felt reverence for the land, its people and culture. I met my wife, Heather, a Louisville native , 
while living in Chicago. During countless conversations, she made me fall for Kentucky and for Bourbon in the same way 
I fell for her. It was their charm and beauty that pulled me down the Rabbit Hole, and our company was born in 2012.

B R A N D  MISSION
Make distinct and imaginative spirits.

B R A N D  BELIEF
Find what you love, and go all in.

B R A N D  VISION
Entertain. Elevate. Inspire

B R A N D  PERSONALITY
Inspiring | Daring | Unexpected | Pioneering | Timeless Elegance

B R A N D  CULTURE
Dreamers | Rebels | Workers | Makers

B R A N D  DNA
Discover |  Curate | Unite | Collaborate



Bespoke Gin 
Core Elements



CORE BRAND ELEMENTS HERITAGE MARKS TERTIARY MARKS

LOGO SYSTEM

C.  WORDMARK
�is simple brand element should be reserved for 
special uses where size or reproduction methods 
are limited, or as a secondary statement of identity.

D.  HERITAGE SEAL
Mark of  authenticity reserved for special use on items such as spirit 
safe, barrels and other places where authenticity and the look of  
heritage and formality are key.

E.  HERITAGE SIGNATURE
�is brand element is simple, streamlined and effective. It communicates 
both our core brandmark visual along with a truncated heritage 
authentication. 

A.  BRANDMARK
Our core logo and most recognizable visual element. As we continue to build our young brand 
this essential execution should be used much more o�en and consistently than any other 
visual in order to create brand awareness and equity.

A7.  BRANDMARK STAND-ALONE 
         Sponsorship, out-of-context, apparel

A3. PREFERRED   
       BRANDMARK
       SMALL

A4. ALTERNATE   
       BRANDMARK
       SMALL

E2. TRUNCATED SIGNATURE

B.  PRODUCT BRANDMARK
Our product logo uses the Alternate Brandmark with a signifier.

F. FAMILY CREST 
�is brand element translates to “love and work” which is an ideaology 
represented by the founding family. �is crest may only be used 
when a Rabbit Hole brandmark is present.

G. BEHOLDEN TO NO ONE LOCKUP
�is brand element translates to “love and work” which is an ideaology 
represented by the founding family. �is crest may only be used 
when a Rabbit Hole brandmark is present.

E1. FULL SIGNATURE

E1. ALTERNATE BTNO LOCKUP

B1.  PRODUCT
        BRANDMARK

B2. PRODUCT
       BRANDMARK
       SMALL

A1.  PREFERRED 
        BRANDMARK

A5.  BRANDMARK TNGB
        LOCKUP VERTICAL

A2.  ALTERNATE 
        BRANDMARK

A6.  BRANDMARK TNGB
        LOCKUP HORIZONTAL

E1. FULL BTNO LOCKUP



K. HERRINGBONE PATTERN GRAPHIC
�is pattern is a hallmark of  our package design and may be used to 
provide subtle depth to brand communications. 

�is lockup may be used in isolation as it contains an expression of  the
Rabbit Hole brandmark.

J3. CREATION IS PERSONAL LOCKUPH1. WOOD-FIRED LOCKUP H2. SMALL BATCH LOCKUP

H3. NEVER CHILL FILTERED LOCKUP

H. BRAND VALUE PROPOSITION LOCKUPS 
�ese lockups proclaim key differentiators for our portfolio of  products. 
�ey may only be used when a Rabbit Hole brandmark is present.

ADDITIONAL BRAND ELEMENTS

I. BRAND MANTRA
�ese lockups proclaim our brand mantra, �ere’s No Going Back.
�ey may only be used when a Rabbit Hole brandmark is present.

J. BRAND PHRASES
�ese lockups communicate key phrases that are part of  our brand DNA. 
�ey may only be used when a Rabbit Hole brandmark is present.

I2. TNGB STACKED LOCKUPI1. TNGB VERTICAL LOCKUP

I3. TNGB HORIZONTAL LOCKUP

ELEMENTS



LOGO CLEAR SPACE & SCALE

ALTERNATE BRANDMARK
Use the letter ‘O’ to to determine clearspace.

PREFERRED BRANDMARK
Use the letter ‘O’ to to determine clearspace.

ALTERNATE BRANDMARK
�e smallest size of  the inverted brand mark on printed materials should 
be 0.45 inches tall.

PREFERRED BRANDMARK
�e smallest size of  the brand mark on printed materials should be 0.5 
inches tall.

0.45”0.5”

CORE BRAND CLEAR SPACE

PRODUCT BRANDMARK
Use the letter ‘O’ to to determine clearspace.

PRODUCT BRANDMARK
�e smallest size of  the inverted brand mark on printed materials should 
be 0.45 inches tall.

0.475”



BESPOKE GIN COLOR PALETTE

�ese colors come from the Bespoke Gin packaging. �ey are o�en used to visually communicate a specific 
product story, but can also be used on their own for more brand-centric purposes.

�ese colors are at the very core of our color story. �ey are our go-to colors whenever there is a question about usage. 
�ey are timeless, sophisticated and confident. �ey provide striking contrast when used against one another. 

PMS 2410

RGB: 68 / 90 / 62

CMYK: 63 / 26 / 73 / 51

HTML: 445A3E

Rich Black  (may use printer specifciations for Rich Black)

RGB: 2 / 0 / 0

CMYK: 40 / 40 / 40 / 100

HTML: 020000

Rich Black  (may use printer specifciations for Rich Black)

RGB: 2 / 0 / 0

CMYK: 40 / 40 / 40 / 100

HTML: 020000

PMS 2006

RGB: 235 / 188 / 78

CMYK: 1 / 21 / 76 / 1

HTML: EBBC4E

PMS 10127

PMS 35% of 7527

RGB: 234 / 232 / 228

CMYK: 7 / 6 / 8 / 0

HTML: EAE8E4

PMS BLACK C

RGB: 44 / 41 / 39

CMYK: 68 / 65 / 65 / 65

HTML: 2C2927

PRIMARY BRAND COLORS PRODUCT COLORS

Kurz Luxor 479



TYPOGRAPHY

HEADLINE /  DISPLAY 

MACKAY

SUBHEAD /  ALTERNATE BODY COPY

BODY COPY

ABCDEFGHIHJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghi jk lmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789

GEOGROTESQUE CONDENSED MEDIUM

ABCDEFGHIHJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789

SKOLAR LATIN

ABCDEF GHIHJKLMNOP QRSTUVWXYZ

a b cdefg hijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

0123456789



Execution



One
Barrel.

TYPOGRAPHY
Type treatments should be basic, bold and impactful.

PHOTOGRAPHY
Photography should be focused on imagery that is at the core of  our brand 
and our story, such as our product, distillery, founder, region, city, etc.

TEXTURE / FINISH / PATTERN
Our herringbone graphic should be used, either through embossing or 
representational printing. On-pack visualization should be matched. Real 
or implied metallics can also be used.

Before you sip our Bespoke Gin, a word of advice:
let go. Let go of everything you know about gin
and allow yourself to be fully immersed in all the
wonders of this one-of-a-kind spirit.

EXECUTION

CLASSIC 

LOGO
�e preferred brandmark is theused only when it may be difficult to tell 
what the product is.

COLOR
�e color palette should stay within the core brand colors.

LOOK & FEEL
Core visuals from our packaging inspire and guide the look & feel. 
Adding our Rabbit Hole Boxergrail Kentucky Straight Rye Whiskey and 
barrels in imagery should be used whenever possible.



Bespoke Gin 
Moderaton /  
Mandatory



MODERATION & MANDATORY

MODERATION STATEMENT MANDATORY
Our mandatory statement secures our ownership of  the Rabbit Hole trademark, while informing consumers
of  our product’s percentage of  alcohol by volume and distillery location.  

BESPOKE GIN

Rabbit Hole is a registered trademark. ©2020 Rabbit Hole Bespoke Gin.
44.5% Alcohol by Volume (89 Proof). Bottled by Rabbit Hole Distillery, Louisville, KY. 

MODERATION STATEMENT / SOCIAL MEDIA HANDLES LOCKUP 

Our moderation statement echoes our ethos. It is a reminder to follow your dreams while enjoying responsibly. 


